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Strange particles produced in nucleus-nucleus (Ap AT ) collisions provide 
very important probe of the highly excited matter. It has been argued that 
strangeness is a' unique signature of quark gluon·plasma (1). Such·signals 
are expected· to be very prominent in the case of QGP formation in the stop
ping ( haryon-rich ) regime1 which could .be realized at rather low energies of 
projectile nuclei ( Ep "",2 - 10' A GeV ) (2-5). The production of A-hyperons 
and K~-mesons has been investigated at JINR using two 411" track detectors: 
the two-meter streamer spectrometer and propane bubble chamber with vari
ous targets inside feducial'volumes (Ar=6Li, 12C, 2oNe, Mg, Cll, Zr, Ta, Pb) 
exposed to nuclear beams CAp=d, 4He, 12C, 160, 2oNe, 24Mg) of the Dubna 
Synchrophasotron at momenta of 4~2-4.5 A GeV Ic (7-13). 

One might consider. it to be a Nature's favour that the degree of random
ization (thermalization) of hadronic matter in AA-collisions could be.. easiiy 
estimated looking at the A-hyperon peculiarities in their angular distribu
ti<?ns which are known to be forward-backward peaked in the initial reaction 
NN---!,. ANK due to the leading effect of baryonic diquark. It should be poip.ted 
out that this feature is less pronounced at higher energy because of a pro
.duction of additional pions which wash out the mentioned angular asymme
try.. This peculiarity being used in our experiments as a probe of the excited 
matter appeared to be fairly efficient. As can be seen from Fig.1 the "cen
trally" produced A(K~) particles are emitted near isotropically in contrast to 
the'forward (backward) peaked emission from noncentral CC-collisions which 
reproduce the particular feature of initial NN-interactions: · 

Very similar regularities have been observed in angular distributions of 
A(K~)pa~ide energies also in the CM-system (dEl,K/dCos 8*). 

These effects, obtained first from our early A data and confirmed later by 
our K~ ones, suggest a full stopping with formation of a single thermalized 
source (fireball) in midrapidities of very central AA-collisions. 

The study of A-hyperon polarization appears to be another profitable tool 
for examination of excited hadron matter. The polarization PA which is likely 
also due to the leading diquark eifect,has been found to. be rather large in 
pA-interactions for a high PT-region. This parameter PA is expected to vanish 
for A's from central AA-collisions with a formation of a thermalized fireball. 

We have seen some increase of IPAI w}:len increasing PT of A's from non
. central AA-collisions. As for centrally-produced A's there is no polarization 
.observed~ within rather large errors though: 4 (f¥g;JA ) ~ 0.2. Statistically richer. 

. IThis is not likely the case in baryon-free regime (6) predicted to be realized at much 
higher energies 
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Fig:;;';; 1: Folded (in CosO·) angular di;tribu~ip.ns of A hyperons .and·K~ff'~e$()ns· 
produced: in noncentral CC-colli~ions - solid tines, an~~in central ones - da~. 
lines. . -' 

data are needed for more significant results.2 'Anyhow the obtained dat.a.:·sup
port the above suggeStion derived fr{)m th~ analysis of angular dist.ributions.~ 

The dependence of hadron matter excitatiot;t upon a .collision centra.lity ~ 
been studied by estimating parameters <PT >A,K·and temperat~eS TB 
exfracted from Boltzmann-like spectra (or an inverse slope of invariant. crQss 
sections' spectra To, treated often wrongfully: as temperature). 
Our early analysis has . revealed a' considerable rise ofTBwith degree 
of centrality:' froni TA = (75 ± 8)MeV up to TA = {lS'8 ± ll)MeVwhiCh.
corresponds to To ~210MeV. The saine increase from TK =(73 ± 11)MeVup" 
to TK = (162±8)MeV has been observed when K~ mesons haveheen ~d as, 
"thermometer~t13). 

It is very essential that the mentioned T values were obtained in 41Tgeometry , 
(over all rapidity region) a.nd derived from Boltzmann-like spectra of A and' 
K~ particles with their isotropic emission from 1llidtapidities in central AA-:
collisions; Therefore these values exhibit adequately a high excita.tion degree 
of a single source (fireball) c.reated in mrrlr~pidities. . . 

It should be also emphasized that strangeness "thermometers" workvery 
well at ou.r energies due to an absence of strange resona.n~es.which coulddi&
tort T measurements.at higher energies in the same m~ner as A's do afour' 
energy w~en T.values are exttl1cted from pion spectra. 

'Data from conisions of asymmetric nuclei are desirable in order to eliminate a C&}leeUa
tion effect of polarization bemg opposite in proje~tile and target fragmentation regi~8. 
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Coming back to our T data, one could conclude that they demonstrate a 
collective effect of the heating of hadronic matter (created fireball) up to tem
peratures being near critical ones predicted for a phase transition into QGP. 

Such a fireball appeared to be not only very hot but also rather dense. 
We have observed in central AA-collisions a considerable portion of A's with 
anomalously large PT , emitted (rescat.tered) from midrapidities: above 12% 
compared with '" 1% in non central ones ( see Fig.2 ). Taking into accpunt 
this effect some model dependent estimation can be obtained which gives for 
the baryonic density p = (4 ± 1)po' 

One of the most important observations made in our early experiment 
(9),was an enhancement of a < A >1< 1["- >, ratio (by fa;ctor about '10 f~r 
PT(A»1 GeVIc) when going from peripherical AA-collisions to central ones. 
Such a PT cutoff used to eliminate the background of A's fro~ NN-interactions, 
has been supported by theoretical considerations which have argued in favour . 
of the study of strange particles with anomalously high PT(ET) in order to 
search for QGP (15). 

A similar enhancement was observed later (17) at AGS (14.6 A GeV Ic) for 
<, K+ ,,;>1< 1["+ > ratio ( by factor of 2-3 at somewhat other PT cutoffs ) . 
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Figure 2: PT - YL plot forcommulati've A hyperons produced: in non central HeLi 
CC-collisions selected from, 264 A's (open circles) and in central CNe, ONe,CCu, 
CZt, MgMg collisions from 717 A's (black cirdes) at mom~nta 4.2 - 4.5 A GeVIe. 
outside kinematical. limits for N N interactions, outlined 'by solid tines 
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--Sudl'~ strang.~(nlb~Cementwa8seenalso at· SPSC;ERN 1200,~A<aevJ:::-:~~-':~~<~"-
, fof AJA:,J(~~~~:K2:,i>Mticles(18): 3 , " ' ' ,"~'.-' " -~ :'-~:/ ':;-:;' ~?/ "~2;:,:{ 

.TheIIl9sf~ignifi~antefr~~ts :round in Dubna, experiments' a!esuriunarned,~" 
,hi Fig.3' whJch:ill~te$' dE!pendences- of main eharacteristics Ofproducetl, A
hyperons· 'upon 'the d~gr€e' ofnuclear collision ~ntrality (upon the numb~r'of 
projectile nudeons*patticipants<Q».. .' . . . ' , 

To examine a further'· dep'~tldeI1Fe of h~ron rnatter excitaiion upon ~he, 
total -released energy, a study haS l>een performed with an analysiSOfPT 
spectiumof A's fromyery c~traIMgMg·collisioI).s(15J which Ihvolve a'hvoJoId 
number ofnucleons (with twice as great 'release<ienergy) than central,CC 
collisions. The va.lue of T B =137±9 MeV'lias been found from.the mentioned 
analysis which does not differ wit.q.in 'errors from Ts = 158±11 MeV obtained' 
for central CC ,collisions.' -. . 

This gives an' indicati,on that the. temperature, stops to r~seand seems~Q' 
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Figure 3: Dependences upon collision centrality (i.e., upon <Q> - averag~ number 
'of projectile nucleons-participants) o~ the following parameters: - the degree of 
flattening fJ which is S=O to/ t,he peaked distribution from pp-t AK+p andS=l for; 
the isotropic distribution (open circles); - the Bol~:zman temperature T B (bJaf:k. 
circles); -,the relative yi~ld, < A >/< 7r- > of.A hyperons with PT >lGe\lfc: 
(triangles).. 

. 30ur compariSon of cerdral'Ji,A collisions with peripherical oa..'seentI., to be more 
ad_te than with ppa.d.dpAc:mes '(used in (17,18», in respect to _aCc:oar.t'tfo!:' 
rescatterinp, F~motiOn,eif. 

go to. a plateau. 
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-,Figl1re4: Inverse slope parameters To versus E=Ep <Q>: ope!!- cirdes,open 
, mangles and opensqares- K~, A and proton JINR data; black circles. black 

triangles and bJacksquares - neutral (charged) kaons, A and proton data of BNl 
(17} and CERN (18). To makf! an adequate oomparision, die To parameters (not 
the8ol~mann·:temperatures TB) are shown on this figure, because TB values are 
npt given- in CERN pap~rs. 

The r~cent data of the experiments at AGS BNL (17) and SPS CERN 
(18) have supported the evidence for such a plateau extending to much higher 
energies as could· be seen from Fig.4. 

This chain of the revealed. effeds, mentioned above is predicted as signals 
ofa stopping, thermalizationand heating of hadronic matter with a formation 

. of a dense strangeness abundant lireball(mixed phase) via fitst order transi
tion: . Possibilities of s,uch a transition under cOnditions. (stopping, density, 
temperature, energy) similar to our ones have been considered in' many the
oretical papers. Neverthe~ess, even being confirmed by data of other groups, 
-these results need more detailed compq.rative analyses and looking for possible 

alternative interpretations (besides QGP) to make final conclusions . 


.AnYway our data and other similar ones could be treated as a strong evi
dencefor a crea.tion of a hot' and- dense fireball (possibly mixed phase) in violeht 
AA-oollisions.Thls provides' favourable conditions' to search for Metastable 
Exotic Multihypernuclear Objects(MEMO's) (19) and Strange Quark Mat
ter (SQM) states which are predicted to 'be considerably enhanced in such a _ 
fireb&lldue to expected strangeness Jenrichment (20). Such an investigation 
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being. ofgrea.t importance itself might gi'ye a proof of the QGf (mixed phase) 
formation (21). e ',- .,

At the first stage of this investigation w~ are looking for·H-dihyperon (the 
ground SQM state) and few baryon MEMO's by re:-analyzing anomal~>us events 
which have been detected in an open (41r) geometry from central AA-tollisions 
in streamer chambers a~d recorded in DST but failed to be fitted, as ,decays ~ 
of "usual" strange particles. The reqUirement of a coexistence with 3 double 
hypernuclei, observed by now, provides the ~ost ,probable properties of H
particle (22): MH=2.220....;.2.231GeV /c2 and 7 ",·0.1 ..;: 10 ns with the main 
d~cay mode H~ E- p (23) followed by'E- ~ n 1r-. 

Some computer programs have been elaborated for analyses of data: 
the program of the kinematic~l reconstruction of H-decays to determine 

masses and to identify H-particles by fitting; , 
- the code for the simulations ofH production from a hot midrapidity 

fireball with a" subsequent H decay in fed;ucial volumes of chamBers'to obtain 
detection efficiencies and H yields (their upper limits), which depend on the 
parameters TB, 7:, Ap/AT and Ep. ' 

We have carefully re-analyzed (24) data, obtained by the us~ ofour streamer 
spectrometer, with 2.1 . 104 extremely central MgMg- collisions detected 
(ucentr/utot=4·10:-4).Amongst ",1200 identified A and KOs decays and ",100 
conversions "I ~ e+e-, a small sample of "anomalous" Vo events (",20) 'was 
revealed, ,f\fter an additional analysis the latter appeared to be e+e- pairs 
with one exception. ' 
This VO event is characterized by rather large open angle and enha.nced track
density of the negatively charged secondary which cannot· be an electron or 
pion. Being fitted as H~E-p this event exhibitsMH= 2228 ± 2 MeV/c2 " 

~hich falls into the narrow gap of expected H mass mentioned above. 
Kinematical parameters of the considered event are a1s,o in good agreement 
with those predicted by thermodynamical models ( se~ Fig~5 ). 

It stands to reason that a single observed candidate cannot be treated as 
an evidence for th~ existence of the II dihyperon. However this providespossi
bilities to estimate an upper limit of production cross sections of a metastable 
(rather short-lived) H particle,which escapes usually a detection in mass spec
trometric experiments. Such an estimation gives: u~ 0.12 ftb 'if7=lns and 
u~0.36· ftb if 7=10ns ( under our conditions mentioned above ). 

Our further plans in this research field are connected with q. developme.nt of 
the new approach wh}ch has been proposed (25,26) and successfully realized at 
JINR (27). This will ma.ke possible to increase datataking r,ates (sensitivities) . 
by a factor of 10 3-104, using'an elaborated detector system (28) with~ fast 
coordinate spectrometer in heavy nucleus beams of our newsupercopducting 
facility-Nudotron (,5-6 A geV ). 
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';Summing. up. it should be concluded that strangeness delllonstrates tq be 
a . very effiCient probe of an excited matter in our energy region, ~ith fairlY 
p:r~min~nt sig~als wh.ichbecomes more ambiguous at higher energies. 
. On 'the oth~r hand I would Hke to o'Ppose the wide-spread st.~tement "the 

higher-the. better" when considering projectile energies wanted fQr .QGP for
-mation,and adduce weighty arguments- in favour of the baryon-rich regime at 
severalGeV per nucleon: 
-,'many models predict QGP creation ,at as low energies'as 2-5 A GeV for 
some Eo8; 
-the alternative fundamental phenomenon (besides the deconfinemerit) is ex
pected to cause QGP formation- the chiral symmetry restoration with its 
predicted high density/low temperature'effects;' 
'~$uch processes' could more adequately reproduce (simulate) astrophysical 
phenomena (Big Bang, neutron st~u evolution, supernouva expI'osion)j 
-:-the strangeness (flavour) enhancement as QGP signature should be more 

. pronounced within a high density envirofnent due to the Pauli principle; 
"""':"theJ>&ckground contributions to studied QGP signa.ls. (e.g. from hadronic 
gasj'aremuch smaller due to lo~er energies of secondaries. 

Two 188t points make:very favourable the effect/background ratio especially 
for snb-near threshold effects at the Nuclotron energies 'as the processes ofthe 
-production of A, 3, 0, ~-meson, H-dihyperon which are planned to be studied 
as possible QGP signals. 
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Figure' 5: The exp~ted angular and momentum distributions ofH di~yperons 
prQ~uced within a fireball ( T B=150 MeV) in central MgMg-coliisions ( the black 
'circle-the detected-event ). 
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I believe most ofphysicists to he convinced now thatmo~ttconcerte(tap.: 
proaches areI1eCessary to attack efficiently as complicatedpr'Oblems, as th.e 
QGP and strange matter, using not only distinct signatures' but' also diff~r~ 
ent phase trajectories to rea-ch QGP (mixed phase) with a following adequate 
comparision of data obtained at various energies. 	 ' 

I am very grateful to all my colleagues who participated in the mentioned, 
Dubna experiments giving data analyzed in this work. 	 /

The research described in this publication was made possible by Grant No. 
MICOOO from the International Science Foundation 'and by Grant No 93-02
15583 from the RFFI. 
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